Transport experiments (Hall effect and conductivity) under hydrostatic pressure up to 1 GPa at liquid helium temperatures on HgSe: Fe, Ga (NFe = 2 x 1019 cm-3 ; 0 ≤ NGa ≤ 10 19 cm -3 ) were performed. The results show that the gallium co-doping of HgSe:Fe decreases the degree of spatial correlations between charged impurities. Under the hydrostatic pressure, used as a tool for changing the ratio of the charged to neutral impurities, this effect is even more pronounced. A qualitative agreement between the calculation within the short-range correlation model and our experimental data is achieved.
The pinning of Fermi level to the resonant iron level EFe limits the maximum concentration of mobile electrons in zero gap HgSe:Fe. For doping levels higher than N* = 4.5 x 1018 cm-3, the iron impurities exist in their neutral and ionized charge states and in low temperatures, due to Coulomb interactions, the system can lower its energy by redistribution of electrons between charged and neutral Fe impurities. This leads to a spatial ordering of the ionized donors [1, 2] . The ordering of charged impurities manifests itself in two ways: (a) as a drastic reduction of the scattering rate by ionized impurities and (b) by changing the Fermi energy which, in turn, influences the concentration of mobile electrons. The ratio between the charged and neutral iron impurities (NFe+ /NFe) -which can be varied by means of hydrostatic pressure (HP) [3] -is decisive in determining the degree of the spatial ordering of the donor charges [4] . In this work we investigate HgSe:Fe samples where apart from the resonant Fe donors, also certain concentrations of other (401) type of donors, namely Ga, were intentionally introduced. Since gallium donors in HgSe (at the doping levels used) do not capture electrons in their localized states, therefore codoping of HgSe:Fe with Ga can be used to modify the ratio NFe+/NFe (the concentration of introduced Ga is equal to the decrease in the concentration of the de-ionized Fe+). HP can be used with the same purpose thus offering the additional tool for investigation the electron concentration and electron mobility behavior related to the inter-donor correlations with different degree of ordering within one sample. The systematic study of the Hall effect and conductivity at LHe4 temperatures in the pressure range up to 1 GPa was carried out. Five samples with iron concentration NFe = 2 x 1019 cm-3 and gallium concentrations NGa = 0, 1.8, 3.6, 4.4, 10.0 (x10 18 cm-3) were investigated. The decrease of the mobility with increasing concentration of gallium confirms the importance of the inter-donor Coulomb interactions in HgSe: Fe, Ga system (where the number of the scatterers and the conduction electron effective mass remain almost constant!). This effect is more pronounced under HP for NGa > 1.8 x 1018 cm-3 where the mobility drop is observed in spite of a decrease of the number of charged scatterers and a decrease of the effective mass.
In the system with two types of charged impurities Fe+ and Ga+ (denoted as α and β) the following step-like pair correlation functions for , Fe+-Fe+ and Fe+-Ga+ donor pairs can be introduced:
where correlation radius rc has to be independently determined. Between Ga+-Ga+ donors no correlation occurs, so the corresponding function is defined as gββ(r) = grandom (r)
The total correlation function to be used in the calculation f the momentum relaxation time can be written as:
where x = (NGa+/N); N = NGa+ NFe+ -the total number f charged impurities. The above formula simply expresses the fact that, for a given total number of charged donors, only a fraction of them can be correlated while the rest (i.e., gallium donors) remains uncorrelated. Thus, by increasing the number of gallium donors one lowers the degree of ordering in the system. In order to give the qualitative explanation of the mobility behavior as a function of the gallium doping level, as the first step, the calculations within short range correlation model [4] were performed with a constant value of rc = 38 A (rc was obtained for NFe = 2 x 10 19 cm-3 using suitable equations from [4] ). The results show (solid line in Fig. 1 ) that the main influence on the mobility originates from the changes of x in the function g++ (r). For comparison, the mobility calculations for randomly distributed charges [5] are presented as the dashed lines in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 (the pressure dependences of the relative mobility in this case are almost insensitive to the gallium concentration). Of course, a more detailed analysis of our data is required. In particular, the changes f rc related to the presence of great number of codoping gallium ions have to be properly considered.
